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Urgent action to halt decades of plastic pollution
is necessary, but it will require international and
coordinated collaboration on an unprecedented
scale, since no single entity can successfully
tackle this issue on its own. Governments, service
providers, the public, business — commitment is
needed from all sides for the system to succeed.
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FOREWORD
Plastic is found in every corner of the world — in the most remote environments, in our
food and water, and in hundreds of wildlife species. Everyday plastic items that end up as
waste in nature will take hundreds of years to degrade, negatively impacting ecosystems
and their inhabitants in ways we are just beginning to understand.
Urgent action to halt decades of plastic pollution is necessary, but it will require
coordinated collaboration on an unprecedented scale, since no single entity can
successfully tackle this issue on its own. Governments, service providers, the public, and
business must be involved in helping make the global material system more sustainable.
Business has a crucial role to play, since it can not only exercise decision-making powers
over its own actions but also engage the individual consumers it serves, and the public as a
whole. It is the hope of World Wildlife Fund (WWF) that private sector action will engage all
stakeholders such that they may collectively realize the WWF vision of No Plastic in Nature.
The report aims to provide guidance to businesses on how to engage on this global issue.
WWF brings a global perspective and fact base for future business action. For more than
50 years, WWF has been protecting the future of both people and nature by combining
its global reach with a strong foundation in science. Through this report, WWF aims to
demonstrate how time-tested management practices, buoyed by novel collaborations, can
help bring major shifts towards a better-functioning plastics system.
This report was undertaken because of our evolving understanding of the plastic waste
crisis as an enduring, global threat, and the urgent desire and need to act. We hope the
following pages will stimulate conversation and action, inspiring businesses to pursue
specific strategies and collaborations as part of a comprehensive approach to ending
plastic in nature. With support, awareness, and momentum building around this issue, we
ask businesses to join us as we embark on this challenging and worthwhile journey. We
believe No Plastic in Nature is possible, and we encourage businesses to take on a critical
leadership role in the transformational changes on the horizon.

Sheila Bonini
Senior Vice President, 				
Private Sector Engagement				
World Wildlife Fund (WWF)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Plastic waste in our environment is a growing problem, and one that is rapidly becoming a crisis.
It enters the ocean at a rate equivalent to one dump truck per minute. It adversely affects wildlife,
the health of ecosystems, the integrity of food supplies, and livelihoods. The impact can be widely
felt, from diminishing revenues from fisheries and tourism to clogged sewage systems and air
pollution from the uncontrolled burning of plastic waste.
WWF has a vision of an economy and a society that has zero tolerance for plastic pollution
and all harm caused to the environment by plastic — No Plastic in Nature. To successfully
alleviate the potential harm that plastic pollution inflicts on our planet and its inhabitants,
aligned action at all stages of the plastic life cycle is needed, with players working together in
a committed manner. This report found that in addition to ensuring adequate basic waste
management provisions in all geographies, three further strategies could contribute to and
achieve this vision: 1) eliminate unnecessary plastics, 2) double global plastic recovery, and 		
3) shift to sustainable sources for the remaining plastic.
While organizations, governments, and individuals can all help alleviate the worst effects of
plastic pollution, this report focuses solely on the actions that business can take to address
the plastic pollution crisis. Companies have both a strong rationale for engagement and
an important and unique role to play. The business case for action quoted by frontrunner
companies ranges from mitigating brand risk and protecting one’s ability to conduct business,
to stronger employee satisfaction, better customer experiences, and tapping into new market
segments. Corporate engagement and meaningful action across geographies is essential
to catalyzing the action of other important stakeholders and achieving practical solutions.
This report aims to share examples of what has already worked, to help businesses create
effective engagement strategies and design concrete actions along the plastic life cycle to
further these strategies.
Businesses across consumer-oriented sectors like fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG),
retail, and tourism can be effective in their response to the call of the public, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and policymakers to combat the plastic crisis. Several
companies have already taken up this challenge. This analysis shows that effective corporate
action is centered on four activities:
•

Maximizing impact through strategic alignment, purposeful organizational design, and
intense but selective collaboration;

•

Designing products, packaging, and distribution models to improve recycling and
recovery rates and to ensure robust end markets for recycled materials;

•

Tailoring interventions to engage consumers; and

•

Improving and innovating the existing collection and recovery infrastructure and
growing it further.

Their involvement in these four crucial areas provides a helpful blueprint for companies that
wish to similarly engage to successfully work toward a better-performing plastics cycle. This
report draws lessons from each experience to inspire action on a grander scale so that we not
only continue our current progress, but aspire higher, to bring an end to plastic pollution.
5
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1. Introduction
Plastic pollution is a growing environmental concern, and one that is rapidly turning
into a crisis. Plastic waste enters the ocean at a rate equivalent to one dump truck per
minute.1 And leakage of plastic into nature is accelerating.2 Plastic pollution adversely
affects wildlife, the health of ecosystems, the integrity of food supplies, and livelihoods.
Today, over 1,400 marine species,3 including sea mammals and birds, are impacted by
plastic in the ocean through ingestion, entanglement, or habitat effects.4 It is estimated
that by 2050, 99% of all seabirds will have ingested plastic.5 The epicenter of the crisis
is in Southeast Asia, where rapidly growing economies have lifted many people out
of poverty but outpaced the ability to manage waste at the most basic level.6 It is also
where the impact of plastics pollution is often most acutely felt, in terms of diminishing
revenues from fisheries and tourism, clogged sewage systems, and air pollution from the
uncontrolled burning of plastic waste.
While eliminating single-use7 plastics may seem like the obvious answer to this challenge,
removing this one component of the global system of materials management may
transfer environmental costs to another part of the system. Indiscriminate substitution
of single-use plastics with paper products, for example, would overlook the crucial role
plastic plays in preservation and food safety, with detrimental results for our natural
resources. The plastics issue is not the only environmental crisis we face, and we
therefore cannot seek solutions to plastic waste that exacerbate the adverse impact on
our climate, forests, and food waste. WWF calls
this integrated approach, which accounts for the
interconnectedness of both technical and natural
systems, a “one planet perspective.” This is an
approach that resonates particularly closely with the
current strategy of WWF, No Plastic in Nature, and
focuses additionally on outlining better choices for
managing, using, and sharing the natural resources
within our planet’s limits — to ensure food, water,
and energy security for all.8
No Plastic in Nature aims to stop the flow of
plastic pollution into our ecosystems by 2030. To
successfully alleviate the harm inflicted by plastic,
aligned and committed action by all stakeholders
at every stage of the plastic life cycle is needed. No
one solution is, however, capable of defusing this
crisis, and each region will therefore have to tailor its
approach appropriately.

While
organizations,
governments, and
individuals can
all help in their
respective ways to
alleviate the worst
effects of plastic,
this report focuses
on the role that
business can play
in contributing to
solve the plastic
pollution crisis.
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Business has an important role to play in solving the plastic waste crisis. While it is not the
sole responsibility of companies to solve this problem, their engagement and meaningful
action is essential to catalyzing the actions of other important stakeholders and achieving
practical solutions. Businesses control the design (and associated environmental impact)
of their products and packaging, have enormous influence over their supply chains and
the public’s interaction with their products, and maintain the ability to make industry-wide
changes through collective action. In addition, businesses could provide important support
for policy changes that will make circular material systems more realistic. Importantly,
businesses also have a strong rationale for taking action, ranging from improving employee
satisfaction and customer experiences to building the next social contract based on
sustainability and tapping into new market segments.
Organizations, governments, and individuals can all help in their respective ways to
alleviate the worst effects of plastic pollution. This report, however, focuses solely on the
contribution that business can make toward solving the plastic pollution challenge. While
companies have already started to engage in several different ways, the issue is complex,
and solutions will need to be carefully tailored to specific regions or products. Based on
interviews with seven leading companies from consumer-oriented sectors,9 independent
research, and analysis of best practices, this report outlines what kinds of actions
businesses are currently taking, and draws lessons from them and the progress achieved.
It aims to help businesses create effective engagement strategies, and to design concrete
actions along the plastic life cycle to further those strategies.

8

2. Plastic pollution threatens
nature, people, and livelihoods
Plastics have become increasingly entwined in our lives and economic systems over the
past 60 years, with plastic production surging from 1.5 million tonnes in 1950 to 335 million
tonnes in 2016.10 Over the next 20 years, plastic production is expected to double.11 In
spite of all the merits of plastics — including its role as a lightweight packaging material
that enables products to be efficiently transported and kept safe from microorganisms
— inadequately designed and managed plastic can often have a sizable and adverse
economic impact on industry, a health impact on society, and an environmental impact on
a range of ecosystems, which could all in turn have varying extents of impact on livelihoods.
Much of this impact, in terms of greenhouse gas emissions, land degradation, and resource
depletion, for instance, is inherent in fossil resource extraction, and therefore unavoidable
if we continue to depend on virgin, fossil-based materials. Furthermore, acute events like
oil spills can damage both ecosystems and economies. But the problems do not stop with
the sourcing of plastic. Take the marine tourism sector, for example. This sector has been
devastated by the proliferation of marine litter. Apart from the fact that declining, dirty
beaches dissuade tourists from making return visits, the potential health impact associated
with poor waste management (e.g., open dumping) is well established.12 The specific effects
of unmanaged plastics and microplastics on human and animal health are not yet fully
understood. It is suspected that inhaled or ingested microplastic may create an even higher
risk of respiratory issues and epigenetic consequences than is currently understood.13 It
is also known that microplastics are present in 12 of the 25 most important species and
genera that comprise marine fisheries,14 and animals
are adversely affected by larger pieces of plastic and
suffer from body toxicity, suffocation, and digestion
issues; the aggregate effect of these occurrences is still
being determined. Environmental damage to marine
ecosystems, meanwhile, is estimated to be USD 13
billion per year.15

Inadequate waste management
systems are a major cause of
plastics pollution
Recycling and leakage statistics paint a stark picture of
our progress in terms of plastic pollution. Globally, only

As much as

32

%

of all plastic
packaging does not
end up within a
collection system,
let alone get
recycled.

14% of plastic packaging is collected for recycling, and
as much as 32% of all plastic packaging does not end up
within a collection system, let alone recycled, according
to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation.16 While ocean-based
9

FIGURE 1:

Waste management systems archetypes

2015 SHARE OF PLASTIC WASTE VOLUME BY COUNTRY ARCHETYPE, PERCENTAGE

Mechanical
Recycling

Incineration

Landfill

Unmanaged

INDUSTRIAL

15%

35%

45%

5%

TRANSITIONAL

5%

15%

30%

50%

EARLY STAGE

8%

–

15%

77%

Source: “How Plastics Waste Recycling Could Transform the Chemical Industry.” McKinsey & Company, December 2018.

occurrences of plastic pollution have received a lot of attention, much less attention has
been paid to the fact that 80% of plastic pollution in the ocean stems from land-based
sources.17
Leaked uncollected waste is mainly the result of inadequate waste management. This
problem is twofold. First, adequate infrastructure that enables collection is often not
provided. For instance, while most high-income countries have a collection rate close to
100% for general waste, low-income countries achieve only 39% on average.18 This leaves
citizens without the means to correctly dispose of their waste. Second, even when the
infrastructure is in place, people end up not using it properly: as many as 62% of England’s
residents and nearly 50% of Americans, for instance, are given to dropping trash in the
streets from time to time.19 Moreover, with consumption patterns changing and on-the-go
consumption increasing, new challenges in collection continue to arise.
Even if municipal solid waste is collected, the odds of it finding its way back to nature are
still quite high, since as much as 33% of it is mismanaged and deposited in open dumps.20
Thirty-seven percent is brought to landfills, which are variable in their construction and
management and therefore in their effectiveness at containing waste. In non-sanitary and
poorly managed landfills, waste — especially plastic items, which tend to be light — can
be blown or washed away. Meanwhile, a growing number of the world’s largest cities are
already running out of landfill capacity, and rapid urbanization rates are creating similar
challenges for many smaller cities around the world. Landfill capacity in the United States is
expected to decrease by over 15% in coming years, resulting in an estimated 10-15 years
of remaining capacity by 2021.21 In the Philippines, some experts found that the scarcity
of new landfill sites for the growing amount of garbage is the gravest waste-management
problem in the country.22 As Figure 1 illustrates, these numbers vary sharply from region
to region. Furthermore, while the effects of this crisis are acutely obvious in places lacking
waste management, the polluting plastics are often brought to these places by the global
trade of goods, and therefore finding solutions should be the concern of high-income
countries as well.
10

A fragmented landscape with geographical
disparity adds to the complexity
Around the world, waste management systems are influenced and shaped by varying
factors. These include land availability and population density, and the widely diverging
policies — or lack thereof — of regional, country, and local authorities that impact which
materials are accepted in local and nationwide recycling systems, as well as a suite of other
aspects of the waste management cycle. These inconsistencies in waste management
policy and the differing actions and incentives of different stakeholders around the
world represent structural barriers that make a single way of reworking current material
management systems difficult.
Figure 2 illustrates this with the help of two packaging formats (PET bottles and flexible
plastic packaging) in three fundamentally different waste management systems (the US,
Germany, and the Philippines). Not only did PET bottles represent the largest application
of rigid plastics in packaging at 18.8 million metric tons in 2018, but with 4.6 percent
growth per year, PET is also one of the fastest-growing resins in rigid packaging.23 Plastic
beverage containers also show up prominently in oceans, on beaches, and in other
littering hotspots.24 Despite their relatively high recycle value and the fair availability of
collection and recycling infrastructure, recycling rates for PET have either leveled off or, in
many places, not taken off at a meaningful scale.25 Meanwhile, flexible plastic packaging is
expected to continue its steady growth in consumer goods at 4.3% per year until 2022.26
From resealable cereal bags to single-use detergent sachets, the applications are broad for
this type of packaging. Within the flexible packaging segment, subcategories like stand-up
pouches are growing even faster, at 6% per year.27
This is the result of the format’s user convenience,
strong retail performance, and favorable barrier
properties.
Figure 2 highlights considerable regional differences
for both types of packaging. Leakage rates range
from 0 to almost 30%. Whereas Germany and the
Philippines have recycling rates of 80% or higher, in
the US less than 30% of all PET bottles are recycled,
even though the collection rate is close to 100%.
Meanwhile, in the Philippines, 10% of all bottles are
never collected, and as such never even enter the
recycling system. This is mainly because the relative
economic value of a PET bottle is much higher in
the Philippines than in the US, where 60% of all
PET bottles end up in landfills. The same economic
reasoning, however, does not explain the differences
in PET bottle recycling rates between the US and

The inconsistencies
in waste
management
policy and the
differing actions
and incentives
of different
stakeholders
around the
world represent
structural barriers
that make a single
way of reworking
current material
management
systems difficult.
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Germany. The high recycling rate of Germany (97%) is the result of a successful balance
between policy measures (such as bottle deposit schemes) and the behavioral changes of
retailers and their customers.
The situation is entirely different, however, if we consider flexible plastic packaging (FPP),
as can be seen in Figure 2. It is clear that FPP is not well accommodated in most recycling
infrastructures. Only in Germany is there some degree of sorting capacity, but even so a
significant fraction (~22%) ends up in energy recovery. In the US, most flexible packaging
finds its way into a landfill. In the Philippines, since the economic value is not high enough,
a large fraction of it (~30%) is never collected or leaks after having been collected. In the
event of collection, the material (an overwhelming majority of it) won’t be recovered but
more likely will end up in a landfill or illegally burned.28
The plastics and packaging landscape is also highly fragmented in terms of players and
processes in the market. While the top five resin producers hold 33% and the top 10
hold 50% of total market share,29 the top 15 packaging players account for only 15% of
their market.30 When it comes to retailers (e.g., supermarkets), the market is even more
fragmented, with the top 10 retailers accounting for only 6.1% of the market share.31
The lack of standards and coordination across these different players along the value
chain has allowed a proliferation of materials, formats, labeling, collection schemes, and
sorting and reprocessing systems that collectively hamper the development of effective
markets.32 Furthermore, packaged products end up in every single household, whether in
the middle of a megacity or in the farthest reaches of the countryside. This high degree of
fragmentation leads to misaligned objectives in different parts of the plastics life cycle.
It does not need to be this way. Chapter 3 lays
out a vision for a future without plastic pollution.

PLASTICS AND
PACKAGING
FRAGMENTATION
THE TOP 5 RESIN
PRODUCERS HOLD 33% …
… AND THE TOP 10 HOLD
50% OF TOTAL MARKET
SHARE
THE TOP 15 PACKAGING
PLAYERS HOLD 15%
(TOTAL MARKET SHARE)
THE TOP 10 RETAILERS (E.G.,
SUPERMARKETS) HOLD 6.1%
(TOTAL MARKET SHARE)
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Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 offer inspiration and guidance
for companies wishing to engage on the topic and
contribute to a solution.

3. A future without plastic pollution
WWF, through its strategy of No Plastic in Nature, calls for a 100% reduction of plastic
pollution into ecosystems. Earlier research has estimated that a reduction of plastic
pollution by nearly half is an ambitious but achievable goal.33 No Plastic in Nature is an
aspirational goal that challenges us to realize a complete solution to this crisis, and
recent analysis indicates it could be achieved by 2030.34 We therefore envision an
economy and a society that has zero tolerance for plastic litter and all harm caused
to the environment by plastic. In addition to ensuring adequate waste management
provisions in all geographies, three further strategies could contribute to this vision:
1) eliminate unnecessary plastics, 2) double global plastic recovery, and 3) shift to
sustainable sources for the remaining plastic, as shown graphically in Figure 3 below.
Furthermore, measuring and transparently reporting on progress is paramount if this

FIGURE 3:
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challenge is to be met. Without a method to track progress, it will not be possible to
evaluate and make the necessary adjustments to strategies and action plans, and there
will also be the danger of spending time and resources on ineffective approaches.
Currently, there is a lack of standardized, agreed-upon methods to measure success
against. WWF believes that eliminating this gap is necessary for achieving the goal of No
Plastic in Nature.

Eliminate unnecessary plastic
Unnecessary plastic is plastic that, if not used, would not create adverse environmental or
social trade-offs. Some opportunities to avoid unnecessary plastics are straightforward,
like drinking directly from the glass instead of using a straw. Others require rethinking
how products are designed, delivered, and consumed. Much of the recent focus — of
policymakers, consumers, and businesses alike — when it comes to the reduction of plastic
usage has been on the very short-use plastics such as disposable plastic cutlery, straws,
cups, plastic bags, etc. While estimates vary quite substantially and are geography-specific,
between 40 and 60% (by weight) of all plastics are designed for a usage period shorter than
two years, and a considerable share of those even for usage of less than a day.35 What is
needed is a rethink on how we design, deliver, and consume products that currently rely on
such short-term plastic. Since non-durable plastic is twice as likely to be dumped, reducing
it is a very effective measure by which to eliminate plastic in nature.36
Having said that, it will be important that this redesign navigate important trade-offs to
ensure a net environmental and social gain. For example:
•

Plastics are light and strong. Replacement with other materials could result in
increased weight, and therefore increased use of transportation fuel and emission of
greenhouse gases.

•

Plastics have barrier properties that keep food fresh and safe to eat. Increased food
waste and associated environmental impact are risks of material substitution.

•

Plastic is used to keep medical devices and medications sterile. There is a high human
and resource cost to losing this functionality.

Double global plastic recovery
Every piece of plastic that is not recovered represents a lost opportunity. Plastic packaging
material with a value of USD 80-120 billion annually is lost after a short first-use cycle that
does not end in recovery.37 Doubling plastic packaging recycling recovery (from 14% to
28%) could bring down the proportion of plastic waste littered or dumped from its current
32% to 27%, and landfilled volumes from 40% to 33%.38 This would create a cascading
value system in which material could be used multiple times. Extending the life of our
natural resources requires a setup that allows us to recapture these materials for reuse —
initial research shows that even tripling the plastic collected for recycling is feasible under
a global effort.39 Moreover, meaningful expansion requires the development of recycling
infrastructure to also cover plastics that are currently either not recovered or hardly so,
and are relatively more prone to leakage.
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Shift to sustainable sources for remaining plastic
Plastics and other materials that are currently derived mainly from fossil resources are
integral to our economy, but this reliance on oil, natural gas, and coal has been shown
to have serious and lasting consequences on the environment.40, 41 Identifying alternative
material sources is therefore an essential part of building a sustainable material system.
Recycled content offers an obvious contribution to this effort. In today’s conventional
mechanical recycling processes, however, plastics cannot be recycled infinitely due to
material degradation. Furthermore, due to a number of factors including regulation and
high contamination rates, the available quality of recycled plastic is currently inadequate for
demanding applications such as food. A parallel pathway of responsibly sourced biobased
plastics42 and alternatives complements recycled sources. Importantly, sourcing recycled
content will also catalyze investment in the recovery of post-consumer plastic.

Note on compostable and biodegradable plastic
Compostable plastic (which

therefore not a viable solution

Biobased plastic describes the

will break down and become

to litter or marine debris on its

feedstock from which the plastic

part of usable compost soil

own — plastic does not belong

is made. It can be compostable,

conditioner, under controlled

in nature. Furthermore, the

biodegradable, or neither.

conditions, in a time frame

biodegradation of plastic outside

Drop-in biobased plastics are

comparable to that of other

proper infrastructure does not

identical to their conventional

compostable materials) can be

ultimately support circularity, as

counterparts and can therefore

valuable in targeted applications

the material is not recovered.

be recycled in the same stream
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that are coupled with proper
infrastructure.

Context should be used to
judge when compostability or

with no complications. The
value of these drop-in biobased
plastics is based on their

Biodegradable plastic (whose

biodegradability is the best

definition does not include

option for extracting value from

a time frame or specified

materials. For example, in food

environmental conditions for

service and controlled venues,

Oxo-degradable plastic

breakdown) can also provide

compostable materials may offer

additives have drawn a great

value in certain applications,

the best value proposition, as

deal of attention, but evidence

such as agricultural film. Allowing

they are often contaminated

indicates that plastics with

plastic pollution to continue

with food particles and can be

these additives do not truly

to enter the environment

recovered in the same waste

biodegrade, but instead

(biodegradable or not), however,

stream as food waste.

fragment into microplastics,

44

renewable nature when sourced
responsibly.

will have a serious impact on

which continue to impact the

our planet. Biodegradability is

environment.45
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The second half of this report highlights what kinds of actions businesses are undertaking and
attempts to draw lessons from each experience to inspire action on a grander scale, so that
we not only continue our current progress but aspire even higher and actually bring a swift
and final end to all plastic pollution. Companies across consumer-oriented sectors like FMCG,
retail, and tourism are responding to the call of the public, NGOs, and policymakers. Their active
contribution towards fewer plastics in the environment is based on doing things differently in the
following four ways: ensuring they maximize their impact by organizing themselves accordingly
(strategy, organizational design, and collaboration); using designs of packaging and distribution
models to improve recycling and recovery rates and to ensure robust end markets for recycled
material; tailoring interventions to influence consumer behavior; and working toward improving
and innovating the existing collection and recovery infrastructure and growing it further. Their
involvement in these four crucial areas provides a helpful blueprint for companies that wish
to similarly engage to bring about a better-performing plastics cycle. The chapters that follow
provide a detailed description of each of these four areas.

FIGURE 4:
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Four areas of focus for business intervention

FMCG companies and retailers setting goals
across the plastic life cycle

SIDEBAR 1:

FMCG

Reduction of packaging
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The Coca-Cola Company
Unilever

Henkel AG & Company

Nestlé S.A.

Danone

Increased use of recycled material,
support recycling

By 2030

25% for plastic bottles; 37% for glass bottles

Halve waste associated with the
disposal of products by 2020
(per consumer use, 2010 base)

By 2025

25% by 2025

Weight reduction by 20% per
sales unit by 2020

By 2025

9% recycled aluminum in Europe by 2020
33% rPET in bottles by 2020
35% recycled plastic for CPGs in Europe by
2025

140,000 tons from 2015 to 2020

By 2025

Share of rPET in bottles to 25% by 2025 in
Europe

By 2025

100% of pulp/paper-based packaging from
certified, verified, or recycled sources by
2020

Drinkfinity initiative introducing
pods leading to 65% less plastic

By 2025

Several brands have 100% rPET (e.g., Naked
Juice)

Reuse or alternative delivery
models where relevant by 2025
Take action to eliminate
problematic or unnecessary
plastic

By 2025

100% rPET for Evian® brand by 2025
50% recycled material for water and
beverage bottles by 2025 on average
100% rPET bottles introduced in all major
markets by 2021
25% recycled material on average — across
all packaging — by 2025

Mars, Incorporated
PepsiCo, Inc.

100% recyclable,
reusable, compostable
packaging material

Johnson & Johnson

90+% by 2020

Mondelēz
International, Inc.

65,000 tons by 2020

By 2025

100% recycled paper or paper from
sustainable sources by 2020

The Procter & Gamble
Company

20% per customer use (2010
base)

By 2030

Double recycled resin in plastic packaging

The Kraft Heinz
Company

50,000 tons by 2022

By 2025

100% rPET for Heinz tomato ketchup PET
bottle by 2022

100% of new products improved
between 2013-2020, aligned
with the Sharing Beauty With All
program

By 2020

40% PET-PCR by 2020

L’Oréal S.A.

McDonald’s
Corporation

Reduce packaging where
possible through light weighting
design or eliminating packaging

Guest packaging renewable,
recycled, or certified by 2025

Offer recycling to guests in 100% of
restaurants by 2025

Re-use cups in store

Greener cup by 2022

Double the recycled content in cups
Double the number of stores with access to
cup recycling (2016 base)

Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG

20% own brand by 2022

By 2025

50% by 2025

Kaufland

>20% own brand by 2025

For own brands by 2025

30% by 2025 for private label

By 2022 for private label

Tesco PLC

Halve weight by 2025 compared
to 2007 levels

By 2025

Carrefour S.A.

Remove unnecessary packaging
(e.g., cardboard around
toothpaste tubes)

By 2025

The Edeka Group

Smart branding leading to 50t
plastic reduction per year

For private label by 2025

REWE

Several plastic packaging
reduction initiatives (e.g.,
bananas)

For private label by 2030

Walmart, Inc.

Several packaging optimization
initiatives (not quantified)

By 2025 (for U.S., U.K.,
Canada, Japan)

The Kroger Co.

10m pounds plastic packaging
reduction by 2020

On selected products and
sub-brands

JD.com, Inc.

10 billion boxes by 2020

80% by 2020

Starbucks Corporation

Aldi

100% wood/paper/tissue from certified
sources or recycled materials by 2020

>50% of recycled plastic for brand juice,
soda, and water by 2022

100% for water bottles

20% by 2020
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4. Organizing for impact
In order to drive change, companies need to set themselves up for success. Many of
the companies interviewed indicated that effectively reducing plastic pollution requires
significant preparation and organization across the entire company. For example, many
companies found that an effective sustainable plastics strategy needs to be systematically
anchored within the organization as part of the company’s overall strategy. And while it
is important that it be placed within an overarching framework, the local business units
and individual brands must also be allowed a certain degree of flexibility to accommodate
specific, often local conditions and customer needs.
However, the significant data gaps that exist on this issue mean that companies
must often make decisions with less than perfect information. Interview participants
acknowledged that it is often a “learn as you go” process and not everything can be
planned and prepared for in advance. “To be effective, you can’t wait until everything
is planned, you need an overarching strategy but the ability to still be agile and move
quickly,” explains Elaine Strunk, Director, Global Sustainability at McDonald’s Corporation
(McDonald’s). Strunk continued, “With consistently changing landscapes, the desire to see
changes happen quickly, and the need for solutions that do not yet exist, it is important
to have clear communication with leadership and implementation teams about how
and why we are moving forward, emphasizing progress over perfection. In addition, it is
critical to demand better studies and systems for collecting data, and to update business
strategies to reflect the latest science.”

Strategy & goal-setting
PACKAGING SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIES REQUIRE AN
ORGANIZING PRINCIPLE
To guide themselves through these journeys, companies often adopt a clear guiding
statement to create a consistent set of objectives. McDonald’s, for example, adopted
circular economy as a guiding strategic principle for packaging, so that end-of-life
management was incorporated into the decision-making process before new packaging
was brought to market. In another instance, at Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. (RCL), the
guiding principle is: “Waste on board is ours. We own it, and we need to deal with it.”
According to Eddie Segev, Associate Vice President, Environmental Stewardship at RCL,
this started as early as 1992 with the “Save the Waves” program, which paved the way
to the sustainability culture that is now embedded onboard. Segev added, “Sustainable
tourism is not a niche area that is associated with additional costs.” The principle needs
to be simple and concrete enough to be understood by all, yet sufficiently broad to allow
for adjustments as the context changes (e.g., scientific knowledge, consumer attitudes, or
policy framing). It must also work for local and brand-specific execution.
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SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS ARE THE RESULT OF A STRONG
STRATEGIC FOCUS
Companies interviewed recount that at the beginning of their respective plastic reduction
journeys, they searched for critical areas that they could impact, but found this to be
surprisingly complex. For instance, in 2014, McDonald’s developed a sustainability strategy that
was broad-based and aimed at tackling a whole range of topics that were important but not
always closely connected to one another. As the strategy advanced over the years, McDonald’s
redefined its focus in order to create deeper impact. While the strategy still addresses many
of the same areas, the company has carefully assessed where it needed to be positioned to
make the biggest impact, and established a framework with clear, time-bound goals. “After
creating five concrete goals, including one around packaging and recycling, we were able to
generate more overall impact,” explains Elaine Strunk from McDonald’s. “We call this strategy
‘Scale for Good’, as it focuses on areas of our business where we can both improve internally
as well as leverage our scale to create meaningful impact within the broader industry.” Procter
& Gamble (P&G), meanwhile, identified five focus areas for investment and improvement
along the packaging journey: package design, access to collection, inspiring participation,
improving separation, and increasing end markets for recycled content. Which focus area they
addressed depended on the current state of each material type. L’Oréal defined its “Packaging
& Environment Policy” as far back as 2007 through the “3R” eco-design approach — respect
consumer, biodiversity, and environment; reduce packaging size and weight; and replace
materials with a high environmental footprint, such as fossil-based materials, with recycled
materials or those from renewable sources. “Once McDonald’s goals were established, early
baselining and data gathering was critical to identify the size of the challenge and to prioritize
opportunities,” explains Strunk.

STRONG GOALS HELP

According to the
Science Based
Targets initiative,
corporate
sustainability
leaders support the
setting of sciencebased targets,
seeing them as
instrumental
in increasing
innovation (63%),
building competitive
advantage (55%),
and increasing
investor confidence
(52%).

Rigorous goals help drive progress on complex issues,
as demonstrated by the Science Based Targets
initiative (SBTi) on climate. According to the SBTi,
corporate sustainability leaders support the setting of
science-based targets, seeing them as instrumental
in increasing innovation (63%), building competitive
advantage (55%), and increasing investor confidence
(52%).46 While SBTi does not guide goals on the topic
of plastic, strong goals can drive progress. “We set
these ambitious goals with a plan for how we would
get there, but not knowing the exact actions we would
need to take. We need to innovate and develop
solutions that do not yet exist to meet our goal,” says
Strunk, explaining the ambition levels of McDonald’s
goals. That is why, as part of the journey to delivering
100% guest packaging that comes from renewable,
recycled, or certified sources, McDonald’s is setting
up intermediate steps that are very well-defined. Its
aim, for instance, is the intermediate goal to deliver
fiber-based packaging that will come from recycled or
certified sources where no deforestation occurs by
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INTERNAL
ALIGNMENT AND
GOVERNANCE
1. A shared framework with plenty
of freedom delivers superior
outcomes

STRATEGY & 		
GOAL-SETTING

2. Make sustainability “business as
usual”

1. Packaging sustainability strategies
require an organizing principle

3. Transparency helps prioritize
efforts

2. Successful programs are the result
of a strong strategic focus
3. Strong goals help

Organizing
for impact
EXTERNAL
STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT AND
COLLABORATION
1. Collaboration with external
parties should be focused and
proactive
2. High-performing collaborations
have representation from all
stakeholders in the plastic cycle,
and insights are shared across
the board

CONCRETE POINTS
OF GUIDANCE
1. Define goals that deliver
impact and know what you’re
striving for
2. Set the frame for action
centrally and leave selection
of solutions and execution to
the business units, brands, and
market organizations
3. Be strategic in prioritizing
partnerships, and share
knowledge to gain scale
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2020. The Coca-Cola Company (Coca-Cola), too, is setting up — and tightening every year
— very specific goals for itself, and is doing so within select areas such as packaging and
recycling, human rights, and climate protection.

Internal alignment and governance
Strategy alone is not enough. The interviewed companies highlighted finding the right
ownership balance between the central sustainability function and the businesses, brands,
or regions as key to reaching their sustainability outcomes, building transparency, and
driving progress. To ensure an effective rollout, it was crucial, it was universally felt, that all
relevant organizational divisions were involved in the project, and that roles, responsibilities,
and governance structures were clearly articulated. Company-level goals generate strong
alignment. Likewise, role modeling and active and vocal support from leadership help
businesses meet objectives.

A SHARED FRAMEWORK WITH PLENTY OF FREEDOM
DELIVERS SUPERIOR OUTCOMES
In pursuing impact across the company, global organizations often set goals and provide
tools for local market organizations. Within this central framework, markets, brands,
and business units can tailor their particular approach to their specific circumstances.
McDonald’s calls this “freedom within a framework.” Such a framework, set by the global
team, consists of goals with reporting requirements and comes with tools and resources.
It is up to each McDonald’s market to tailor its approach, e.g., toward local collection
infrastructure or regulation. Accountability and freedom are built into this framework as
essential elements. RCL applies a similar approach in which the corporate center sets
the overall goals, but each of its brands is responsible for detailing an approach and
implementation plan matching their specific value propositions. Several companies support
this freedom with tools developed at the center. Coca-Cola, for example, has created five
geographical archetypes that provide a suitable match for each of its geographies and from
which local leadership can quickly draw relevant knowledge and insights for tailored action.

MAKE SUSTAINABILITY ‘BUSINESS AS USUAL’
Danone has integrated its environmental goals with its business goals. It has done
so by reshaping its organization, dedicating cross-functional teams (procurement,
research and innovation, quality, legal, etc.) to three strategic resources: milk, water, and
plastics. On plastic, the cycle team’s scope of work covers material choices and sourcing
(including bio and recycled resins), packaging design, and waste management modeling
(collection, sorting, and recycling). This has resulted in sharper and more comprehensive
ambition setting that is truly embedded in and aligned with the organization. According
to Danone, this setup has unlocked solutions that are more adaptable and that can be
delivered faster — overall, a better use of these strategic resources with an end-to-end
approach. Within L’Oréal, meanwhile, sustainability is assessed by each department when
a new product is designed or improved, and tracked quarterly with a tool called SPOT
(sustainable product optimization tool). This tracking of performance through a specially
created methodology and tool is a commitment going up to the head of each brand. “We
have the total support of the CEO and executive committee, and this in turn accelerates
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getting organizational buy-in,” explains Philippe Thuvien, L’Oréal’s Director, Packaging
and Development. This methodology has combined sustainability targets from the whole
value chain of the product (end-to-end scope).

TRANSPARENCY HELPS PRIORITIZE EFFORTS
Several interviewed companies conduct a self-assessment of their value chains to identify
what they are doing well and where action is needed, and communicate openly about it.
Creating a clear, shared understanding of the state of sustainability in different regions,
for various products and focus areas, allows these organizations to prioritize their efforts.
It helps to create a portfolio of improvement initiatives and to set an agenda and longterm strategy. It also prevents ad-hoc interventions and can proactively be reported to
the outside world. Often these insights need to be organized and simplified to turn them
into workable tools for business units or markets. Coca-Cola, for example, encourages
its businesses to study the five waste system archetypes it developed centrally, see what
applies to them, and, based on these archetypes, pull in the most helpful set of tools and
support (which have been developed centrally and provided when needed for ease of use).
Being transparent about new developments and what risks they might create for business
is also important to stakeholders, e.g., suppliers. Both P&G and Danone inform their
organizations upfront about the risk that a particular change may incur. RCL, too, states
that because of their openness — education, marketing, collaboration, and partnership —
their clientele better understands the environmental initiatives.

External stakeholder engagement and
collaboration
The interviewees mention that given the complexity of the challenge and the variety of
players involved, setting up collaborations is essential to progress. Collaboration can take
various forms (e.g., innovation labs, direct investments, joint ventures) and be created for
various reasons (e.g., R&D boost, expertise, raw materials). Interviews show that successful
partnerships are built on three key elements:
•

A clear business case — with a well-defined value proposition and business upside
potential

•

A mutually beneficial value-sharing model

•

A seamless operating model — management is aligned, and each party’s
responsibilities have been articulated and accepted

COLLABORATION WITH EXTERNAL PARTIES SHOULD BE
FOCUSED AND PROACTIVE
Creating a lasting impact to help reduce the environmental footprint of plastics use and
disposal is impossible to do on one’s own, according to most of the companies interviewed
in this report. “Scale and capacity can improve the economics of any solution, and
Starbucks understands we can have much greater positive impact through partnership
and collaboration with the industry,” confirms Rebecca Zimmer, Global Director of
Environment at Starbucks Corporation (Starbucks). Since opportunities for collaboration
have multiplied in recent years, selecting the right collaborations is crucial to maintaining
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focus and securing the right capabilities. Unilever reviewed its existing collaborations and
now focuses on those with the greatest likelihood of creating impact. “One of the biggest
challenges is to understand which collaboration is going to yield what and whether this is
what we are looking for,” states Louis Lindenberg, Unilever’s Global Packaging Sustainability
Director. “We need to have a proactive approach and strategy for collaborations.” P&G
proactively pursues collaborations based on the results of the gap analyses they have
conducted in five prioritized focus areas for each region and packaging type. Lidl, a
leading German grocery retailer with a presence in Europe and the US, recently took its
cooperation with a waste management company to another level by acquiring it, a move
that was considered a game changer in the retail industry.47 The newly acquired company
handles around 2 million metric tonnes of recyclables per year, including old corrugated
containers, PET, and other grades of plastic.48

HIGH-PERFORMING COLLABORATIONS HAVE REPRESENTATION
FROM ALL THE STAKEHOLDERS IN THE PLASTIC CYCLE, AND
INSIGHTS ARE SHARED ACROSS THE BOARD
The differentiation of partners plays an important role in ensuring that there is a wide
spectrum of views and various roles within a partnership. McDonald’s calls its approach
a three-legged stool, since it involves engaging with suppliers, employees, and owneroperators. RCL works with local recycling companies and local governments to ensure
that its residual flows can be recovered. In such collaborations, an open mind-set
works very well to accelerate and overcome the challenges faced. In fact, companies
are collaborating on common objectives when it comes to such issues. Take P&G, for
instance — after developing a technology to recycle polypropylene (PP) and retain virginlike properties, it decided to license it to PureCycle. The recycled PP will be available to
various players, not only contributing to those organizations’ own commitments to use
recycled content, but also improving the viability of the recycling business. This way, the
availability of high-quality recycled PP can be secured, and P&G can rely on a more stable
supply.

Concrete points of guidance to consider
Define goals that deliver impact and know what you’re striving for — Focus on
sustainability dimensions that the business choices you make can influence. Ground
sustainability criteria in a robust understanding of the plastics system and your business’
role in it. Be selective so that the organization can focus.
Set the frame for action centrally and leave selection of solutions and execution
to the business units, brands, and market organizations — Scale up sustainability
efforts consistently by rallying around a common set of goals, providing the necessary tools
and offering freedom of action in local markets. Regularly report on the progress achieved
in reducing plastic pollution to ensure accountability and staff engagement and motivation.
Be strategic in prioritizing partnerships and share knowledge to gain scale — Do
not over-commit to too broad a set of partnerships; focus on those that help remove key
barriers to success. Be bold in cooperating with competitors for the sake of market-wide
benefits.
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5. Innovating to harness design
and distribution
Designing everyday items such as food packaging involves meeting many requirements
regarding food safety, material costs, handling costs, ease of use, convenience, brand
identity, and communication. Combining these requirements often results in unique
packaging applications and material combinations that may be challenging to recover and
recycle. In this chapter, we distinguish between two types of design requirements: reducing
the amount of virgin plastic used and increasing collection and recovery rates using design.
In a “one planet” mind-set, we should take on both these sets of requirements. McDonald’s
and Starbucks are trying just that with their “NextGen Cup Challenge.” 49 They are sourcing
inspiration from outside the organization through a first-of-its-kind competition that
challenges designers to create the “next-generation fiber cup to be recoverable on a global
scale, while maintaining the performance standards we know and trust.” 50

Design for less virgin plastic
Until recently, the primary packaging sustainability strategy pursued by most companies
was focused on designing for raw material reduction. As the core design strategy was lightweighting, this contributed to a shift toward material combinations and packaging formats
that were less recyclable — both in absolute terms and in terms of commonly available
recycling infrastructure. Companies are now redirecting this historical focus from “less
materials” to “less virgin” materials.

REUSE CAN REPLACE DISPOSABLE PACKAGING
Revisiting the design requirements of packaging includes revisiting the distribution model.
This, in turn, opens up new opportunities. In its pursuit of reuse, for instance, McDonald’s
in a few of its restaurants near Munich, Germany is testing reusable cups with a deposit
scheme. The cups are used by multiple restaurants to make it as convenient as possible for
consumers to participate.51 L’Oréal developed a new packaging and distribution method
for Lancôme Absolue L’Extrait that consists of a refillable jar and recharges. This not only
prevents the original jar from being disposed of, it also represents a reduction of 58% in
packaging weight from the original product — a reduction that would have been difficult
to achieve through a conventional lightweighting exercise.52 Coca-Cola, meanwhile, is
pursuing new business models that eliminate the need for packaging. One such example
is the alternative distribution model with its Freestyle soda fountain, which uses printing
technology to precision-dose syrups into one of 300 different flavor combinations.
Consumers are encouraged to fill their own bottles with their favorite flavor, produced
at a carbon-neutral facility. While they had to work through numerous logistics and
service challenges, RCL staff succeeded in replacing single-dose toiletries on board with
refillable bottles. Starbucks actively encourages its customers to use reusables rather than
disposable cups, for example, by offering discounts for bringing one’s own cup in some
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markets, while charging a little bit extra for each disposable cup in other markets. Danone
has a specific business model for water delivery in markets where safe drinking water is
less easily available. They deliver in large 20 liter reusable jugs instead of disposable bottles,
which results in a much lower plastic footprint. “We now take those learnings to markets
which are dominated by disposable bottles,” explains Igor Chauvelot, Danone’s Director for
Plastic Circular Economy & Global Category Sourcing. Products do not necessarily need the
package as it is conceived today.

NON-VIRGIN CONTENT CAN AND HAS TO BE PRODUCED AT SCALE
When Coca-Cola introduced its PlantBottle initiative and started producing bottles made
of 30% bio-MEG (one of the building blocks of PET plastic), it showed that non-fossil
plastic could be produced at scale. When it comes to recycled content, “while we already
have 100% recycled PET (rPET) bottles in four markets, the goal is to have 50% rPET in
all markets by 2030,” says Ben Jordan, Senior Director, Environmental Policy of CocaCola. P&G collaborated with Suez to introduce Head & Shoulders bottles developed with
25% beach plastic. For its Fairy bottle, P&G teamed up with TerraCycle, a global leader in
recycling hard-to-recycle waste, to source and process sufficient ocean-bound and other
post-consumer recycled plastic. Danone’s Igor Chauvelot states: “As a company, we have
a role to play in driving demand for recycled content. We are proactive in including rPET
to support the next generation of recycling.” Danone introduced bottles made of 100%
recycled plastic to illustrate to consumers the importance of collection and recycling, and
its own role in promoting them. These examples are not just hero products; they indicate
that production on a large scale is feasible and already taking place. More importantly,
these production runs increase the demand for recycled materials, which, in turn, generate
demand further upstream for the collection of those waste types. This is also the intent of
the “APR Recycling Demand Champion Companies” program: stimulating consistent, reliable
demand, and strong demand pull.53 Louis Lindenberg from Unilever states, “For many of
the challenges in the plastic supply chain, a critical mass and scale is required to allow for
the economics to work and for sustainable change to take place. We can accelerate that by
sharing technology.” The ability to scale up newly designed solutions needs to be secured
early on. Retailers and FMCG companies are adding such additional requirements related
to plastic pollution in the design brief to suppliers. Retailers Aldi and Lidl are explicit in
their requirements to their suppliers when it comes to packaging, requiring information on
biodegradability, compostability, and plastic-based components in packaging. Whereas the
use of responsibly sourced biobased materials allows for the reduction of virgin materials,
the application of recycled materials has the substantial added benefit of creating a market
for waste plastics and hence an incentive to keep such plastics out of nature.

Design for collection and recovery
DETERMINING THE PACKAGE’S LIKELY DESTINATION HAS ITS BENEFITS
Although the final destination of the packaging is often unknown to the producer of the
product, the producer usually does have an understanding of where it is likely to end
up. Companies are rapidly increasing their engagement levels here — for example, P&G,
in partnership with the Association of Plastic Recyclers (APR), is testing new package
designs prior to market entry to ensure that they are compatible with the existing
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DESIGN FOR LESS
VIRGIN-PLASTIC
1. Reuse can replace disposable packaging
2. Non-virgin content can and has to be
produced at scale

DESIGN FOR
COLLECTION AND
RECOVER

Innovating to
harness design and
distribution

1. Determining the package’s likely
destination has its benefits
2. Recyclability and recovery need to
be part of the design brief for both
packaging and products
3. Trade-offs between design
requirements have to be made
4. The plastic palette can be simplified for
easier recovery

CONCRETE POINTS OF
GUIDANCE
1. Use recycled plastic at scale
2. Design for recovery
3. Rethink the role of packaging
4. Simplify your packaging material
palette to increase the value of waste
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recycling infrastructure. Therefore, designing for the place (and the corresponding waste
management system) where a product will ultimately be sold and used is critical. While
designing for recycling in a geography that does not have recycling capabilities might
ultimately yield limited benefits, designing with place-based criteria in mind could help
maximize the benefits. Danone, for example, was able to launch a 100% recycled content
water bottle in Indonesia with all the resin sourced from the area itself. Factors to consider
also include whether informal waste workers are active in the relevant geography, whether
waste to energy facilities are active and present, what the relevant regulations and policies
are, and how conditions in the geography are likely to change over time (including active
initiatives and projects in the area).

RECYCLABILITY AND RECOVERY NEED TO BE PART OF THE
DESIGN BRIEF FOR BOTH PACKAGING AND PRODUCTS
Companies interviewed realize that packaging adjustments need to be made as early
as the design phase. Unilever found itself in a difficult situation when the packaging it
used for some of its products was found to be undetectable by automated near infrared
sorting equipment because of being colored with a carbon-black pigment. Unilever is
now working with WRAP in the UK and other recyclers to run large-scale recycling facility
trials to change the “black plastic” status to a recyclable one by using detectable pigment.
“Once completed in the UK, we will expand to other markets and open the technology to
the entire industry,” says Louis Lindenberg of Unilever. This highlights how crucial it is that
factors such as regional waste management infrastructure constraints, household disposal
behaviors, and the expected journey of the packaging material are included in the design
brief. P&G demonstrates that sustainability and innovation can go hand in hand. While
improving injection molding technology, P&G engineers developed Influx, a technology that
allows (among other benefits) packages to be made more recyclable by enabling caps and
closures to be made from the same materials as the rest of the package.

TRADE-OFFS BETWEEN DESIGN REQUIREMENTS HAVE TO BE MADE  
Changing packaging and products to reduce plastic pollution will conflict with other
requirements such as shelf life, costs, and other functions. As such, prior to changing
requirements, a detailed and transparent accounting of trade-offs is needed. Starbucks’
strategy, for example, “has focused primarily on providing incentives and sustainable
options for our customers while still meeting their needs and delivering an amazing
experience and quality product,” explains Zimmer. Meanwhile, L’Oréal found that an
insistence on deploying high standards for food-grade quality and stable packaging
would mean that its raw material costs would escalate. L’Oréal decided this was a
consequence worth accepting. Another trade-off that L’Oréal has made is the level of
packaging premiumization, and at what level to maintain it in certain markets, as premium
packaging often comes with more complex material usage. For all industries, it is clear
that requirements have changed, and what was necessary earlier may not be relevant
any longer. It is important that these decisions and trade-offs be explicitly made by the
company concerned. For example, packaging destined for online sales channels does not
need the same marketing performance as pack formats that provide critical consumer
communication while on the shelf. This could result in a rethink of primary and secondary
packaging needs, and substantial sustainability benefits as well, such as with Amazon’s
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Amazon Certified Frustration-Free Packaging. That packaging is redesigned for e-commerce
to both reduce unnecessary material and provide a better customer experience. Toys, for
example, do not require complex display packaging when they are being purchased online.

THE PLASTIC PALETTE CAN BE SIMPLIFIED FOR EASIER RECOVERY
An increasing number of companies choose to drop certain problematic materials from
their portfolios. L’Oréal, for example, has removed all PVC pack formats. Marks & Spencer
is pursuing the use of a strongly simplified materials portfolio — bringing it down to
as little as a single polymer — which it wants readied by 2025. Simplifying the material
palette and having packaging formats consisting of one polymer makes them easier to
recycle. It also means that you rely less on households to put their discarded packages
in the right waste stream, in turn resulting in higher recycling rates. Another retailer, Lidl,
shares design requirements with its suppliers to ensure more sustainable packaging that
demands less virgin material and has better recyclability. In this context it actively asks
suppliers to develop single material packaging. Unilever was one of the first companies
to publish its plastic palette and, by doing so, set itself on a path toward continuous
improvement. “We had already banned PVC; we’re looking to move away from other
rigid materials such as polycarbonates and are working internally and with industry to
reduce the number of layers and move to more homogeneous specifications,” says Louis
Lindenberg of Unilever.

Concrete points of guidance to consider
Use recycled plastic at scale — Putting in the extra effort to procure high-quality
recycled content now sets up the successful scale-up of plastic recovery in the future, and
establishes critical supply chains.
Design for recovery — Understand the destination of the package and design for
maximum recovery. Dare to make strategic trade-offs to achieve objectives based on a
comprehensive analysis of the product, distribution, and user needs — for example, on
shelf life, premium appearance, and packaging costs.
Rethink the role of packaging — Challenge not only the packaging itself, but the
combination of the packaging, channel, delivery/go-to-market model, and user experience.
Switching to reusable formats, for example, may only make sense when taking these
additional elements into consideration.
Simplify your packaging material palette to increase the value of waste —
Combine fewer materials in a single-pack format and consider reducing the number of
materials across the portfolio, always considering trade-offs.
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6. Tailoring interventions to
engage consumers
As established in Chapter 2, consumer behavior is a critical component in reducing plastic
pollution. There is a set of tools that FMCG companies can apply by understanding the
psychology behind individual behaviors, like buying and disposal behavior, to reduce the
chances of their products contributing to pollution. They can design solutions keeping in
mind the desired behaviors and focusing on making it easy and advantageous to do what’s
right. This is substantiated by a Eurobarometer survey as well, which concludes that 94%
of the public in Europe thinks that companies should reduce packaging and 89% think that
people should be educated on how to reduce their plastic waste.54 A recent Nielsen global
online study found that millennials continue to indicate the highest willingness to pay
extra for sustainable offerings — almost three out of four respondents in 2015, up from
approximately half in 2014.55 Considering that the purchasing power of the current
millennials is likely to continue growing, this trend is likely to continue into the future. This
could encourage businesses that might otherwise shy away from engaging buyers around
a sustainable product offering.
Not all consumers are at the same point in their decision-making at the time they interact
with brand messaging — they may be contemplating a change in behavior, ready to take
action and change, or trying to maintain a newly changed behavior.56 Methods of tailoring
interventions to the behavior stage of the user have been successfully applied to help
people quit smoking and to encourage the use of sustainable transportation.57

Buying behavior
NUDGING CAN BE USED TO STEER BUYING BEHAVIOR
Increasingly, we see brands use designs based on behavioral science to drive a socially
and environmentally beneficial consumer decision. This is based on the technique of
“nudging,” which is the use of any aspect of the “choice architecture” (e.g., product design,
packaging design) that alters people’s behavior in a predictable way, without closing any of
their options or significantly changing their economic incentives.58 Unilever, for example,
was able to save over 1,500 tons of aluminum since launching its campaign to drastically
reduce the size of its deodorants in 2014 — “enough to make over 1 million bicycles,”
explains Lindenberg. But for these new pack formats to become the “new normal,” Unilever
had to deliver the product in shelf-ready “Booster Trays.” This way the company was able
to explain to its customers that smaller, lighter, and thinner versions of deodorant were as
effective as the older, larger aerosol cans. An example outside the packaging space where
nudging was used to stimulate desired choices can be found in Flanders, Belgium. In order
to cut meat consumption and sales in local supermarkets in favor of vegetables and fruits,
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the government asked local supermarkets to decrease the portion size of sausages, place
vegetarian spreads next to meat versions, and display the fruit and vegetables in central
places. This led to an increase of ~25% in the sales of fruit and vegetables; it doubled the
share of vegetarian spreads sold and decreased the amount of meat purchased by about
20% per individual.59

HEROES ALLOW FOR STRONG COMMUNICATION
Of the 12 brand identities based on Jung’s personality archetypes and commonly used
in marketing and advertising,60 the hero brand archetype proves particularly useful for
businesses that engage on the plastics agenda. White River Design, an award-winning
brand-building and design company, captures the essence of it on its website:

The Hero’s purpose in life is to improve the world. They
inspire others to believe in themselves as much as the Hero
believes in them. They inspire, motivate and cheerlead their
customers to do more, be more and have more. The Hero
wants to leave a legacy and doesn’t mind sacrificing for it.
This makes the Hero quick on its feet, making fast and smart
decisions to save the world. Such a brand identity can serve
multiple purposes on the plastics journey.
—White River Design’s brand personalities website
(https://brandpersonalities.com.au/personalities/the-hero/)

Here are a few more examples of how to further the plastics agenda through the use of
hero brands.
Love, Beauty and Planet, introduced by Unilever in 2017, built its brand equity around its
low impact on the planet, not only in terms of the bottles that were made of 100% recycled
plastic, but also in terms of the use of organic and sustainably sourced ingredients and
other sustainable features. P&G, meanwhile, turned one of its most important brands,
Head & Shoulders, into a recycled content hero for awareness, with a limited-production
run of its bottles from 25% beach plastic. P&G deliberately chose to make this bottle gray
in color to emphasize the resin’s origin, and supported this event with messaging about the
importance of recycled content.
Hero products can also be used to communicate important messages about packaging
disposal. Head & Shoulders used the recycled packaging format to inform its users that
plastic is a valuable resource and that it should not end up on beaches. All the companies
interviewed recommend embedding the selection of hero products in a larger brand
activation strategy. Danone develops a portfolio of “manifesto brands” that reflect the
company’s commitment to delivering a positive food future. L’Oréal identifies which brands
already have the necessary brand equity to communicate a sustainable story, and selects
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BUYING BEHAVIOR
1. Nudging can be used to steer buying
behavior
2. Heroes allow for strong
communication
3. Following good design practices, the
introduction of sustainable packaging
needs to be carefully crafted around
early and continuous consumer
feedback

Tailoring
interventions
to engage
consumers

DISPOSAL BEHAVIOR
1. Disposal behavior affects where these
materials end up after use

CONCRETE POINTS OF
GUIDANCE
1. Introduce new, sustainable packaging
through hero products
2. Proactively acquire the support of
your consumer base on the road
toward less plastic pollution
3. Nudge consumers toward sustainable
purchasing behavior and preferred
disposal behavior
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those to communicate facts about recycled content or other changes they may have
introduced — one such example is Kiehl’s. Some L’Oréal brands may include recycled
material but do not communicate it very extensively. According to L’Oréal, this is especially
true in certain Asian markets, where the current focus is often on premium products and
packaging and less on sustainability. However, there, too, trends are changing. According
to a report released by the China Chain Store and Franchise Association, more than 70%
of Chinese consumers recognized a relationship between their personal consumption and
the quality of the environment — a prerequisite for shifting closer to more sustainable
purchasing behavior.61

FOLLOWING GOOD DESIGN PRACTICES, THE
INTRODUCTION OF SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING NEEDS
TO BE CAREFULLY CRAFTED AROUND EARLY AND
CONTINUOUS CONSUMER FEEDBACK  
Brands try to avoid any temporary price increases to subsidize new technologies or
distribution model shifts, since these may create and then anchor an expensive perception
around circular products. The interviewed companies mentioned that sustainable
packaging should ideally match incumbents in two aspects — price and functionality.
Most households are not ready to trade off the price they pay and the functionality they
expect for the sake of improved sustainability. Lidl had the option of making a pack format
more recyclable, but this would have come at the cost of removing a convenient handle
that improved the transportability of the product. The retailer decided not to change
the packaging to avoid alienating its customers by using different shelf appearances and
convenience levels. An economical way of reducing risk when introducing new packaging
and delivery concepts is to work iteratively with user tests and avoid costly mistakes due
to lack of usability.62 Tetra Pak collaborates with brands and consumers who are brand
loyalists to collaborate and test new ideas at its Customer Innovation Center.63 Retailers,
especially, are in a great position to do this, since it is relatively easy to try out new solutions
quickly and get feedback from users.

When the city of
Copenhagen placed
green footprints
on the ground to
point people toward
the nearest trash
bin in an effort to
encourage binning,
the reduction in
littering in those
areas was reported
to be over 45%.
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Disposal behavior
While buying behavior dictates what materials and
packaging formats are entering the flow, disposal
behavior affects where these materials end up
after use. Coca-Cola, in its commitment to both
collecting and recycling the equivalent of every
bottle or can it will have sold globally by 2030,
distributed 40,000 recycling collection bags at
festivals across the Benelux region. The bags that
were distributed through its Recyclage@Festivals
campaign could each hold 25 bottles, far more
than the average number of bottles drunk per

person at such an occasion — visitors were therefore enticed to recycle more than their
regular consumption. In collaboration with Closed Loop Fund, The Recycling Partnership,
and Keep America Beautiful, Coca-Cola also donated 1 million community recycling bins in
the US, diverting 330 million tonnes from the landfill (as of May 2018).64 And when the city
of Copenhagen placed green footprints on the ground to point people toward the nearest
trash bin in an effort to encourage binning, the reduction in littering in those areas was
reported to be over 45%.65 Other methods to improve correct disposal and collection rates
include the increase of packaging waste value — for example, through deposit schemes,
visible plastics taxes, or collection rallies with rewards. Several of the brands interviewed
indicated that explaining to citizens how much and why recycling really matters to the
brand helped them understand why it is important for them individually and or their
households to recycle.

Concrete points of guidance to consider
Introduce new, sustainable packaging through hero products — Sustainable
packaging can boost brands that already cite sustainability as part of their value
proposition. An initial focus on a limited set of brands or products simplifies the message
you need to convey. For instance, a pack format of 100% recycled material typically makes
for a more compelling story than explaining you have 15% across the product portfolio.
This initial focus also allows you time to figure out the complexities of scaling up a recycled
content supply chain across all brands or product lines.
Proactively acquire the support of your consumer base on the road toward less
plastic pollution — Be transparent and communicate your sustainability vision and
resulting activities proactively. Pursue faster feedback cycles from consumers and use early
buy-in to prevent alienation of your loyalty base.
Nudge consumers toward sustainable purchasing behavior and preferred
disposal behavior — Shift sales to better-packaged products by changing the design of
products, packaging, and distribution methods to influence consumers’ buying behavior.
Use similar tactics to increase recovery rates and thereby the supply of recycled resin.
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7. Bolstering the collection and
recovery infrastructure
A growing number of companies are now working on improving the materials they use,
rethinking their use of plastics, and improving general awareness about recycling among
the public. This does not eliminate the need for adequate infrastructure for collection and
disposal. “Waste infrastructure is our biggest and most intimidating challenge,” stated one
of our interviewees. The key challenge is overcoming the lack of control that brands and
retailers have over this stage of the plastics journey.
A powerful intervention that companies can promote to stimulate the development of
waste management technology and capacity is to increase their use of recycled materials
— as discussed in Chapter 5. Companies that are successful at increasing the recycled
plastic content of their packaging and products often have to go the extra mile to procure
high-quality recycled content by investing in technology, a collaboration, or some other
type of intervention to increase the supply of recycled plastic. Companies are making more
meaningful contributions directly in collection, recovery, and even by building entirely
closed-loop systems. Coca-Cola has made this explicit through its commitment to collecting
and recycling the equivalent of every bottle or can it sells globally by 2030.

Experts found that the employment of schemes such
as extended producer responsibility (EPR) can be an
effective and relevant tool in this area.66 EPR schemes
can be mandatory or voluntary and have many
variations, but usually pool together contributions
from companies active in a market to pay for waste
collection and processing. These schemes have enjoyed
varying degrees of success, but when executed well,
they have the power to overcome the common problem
of fragmented efforts. Effective governance and
transparency are key67 — as they are for all effective
collaborations.
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Collection of consumer packaging waste
WASTE COLLECTION IMPROVEMENT REQUIRES
A LOCAL APPROACH
Waste collection improvement requires a local approach. Ultimately, all waste is disposed
of (or mismanaged) locally, and local factors like governance model, population density,
and physical geography determine its fate. “For efforts to be sustainable, you must invest
time and resources in understanding the local landscape in order to design an approach
that will work over the long term. This was a critical part of our Waste to Worth effort in the
Philippines and is paying dividends today,” says Jack McAneny, Director of Sustainability of
P&G. The power of local approaches is illustrated in the following examples.
•

Marks & Spencer supports the MetalMatters recycling campaign that addresses
350,000 households in Leeds with interactive recycling games and competitions
for shoppers at its store.68 MetalMatters, an off-the-shelf program, tracks impact
through increased metal capture and the resulting ROI, and is focused on expanding
community by community.

•

Danone, through its Danone Ecosystem Fund, finds solutions to local challenges by
empowering informal waste collection by waste pickers. “We optimize their operations,
remove the middleman, and improve social and safety factors,” explains Igor
Chauvelot, Danone’s Director of Plastic Circular Economy & Global Category Sourcing.
“On top of that we have a better supply of good quality feedstock to produce the
recycled PET we use back in our bottles.”

•

In the Philippines, Unilever has introduced a pilot project (now launched at scale) called
Misis Walastik 69 to increase the recovery of post-consumer flexible packaging plastics.
Waste sweepers collect flexible packaging weekly, take it to the collection point, weigh it,
and receive coupons that can be used to redeem Unilever products in designated stores
across a number of barangays. Such regional solutions are necessary because the issue
of plastic pollution is global, but waste happens at a local level.

COLLABORATIONS ARE ESPECIALLY HELPFUL FOR
IMPROVING COLLECTION IN MARKETS WHERE THE
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT IS
WEAK OR INADEQUATELY ENFORCED
In Indonesia, PRAISE, an alliance of Coca-Cola, Danone, Indofood, Nestlé, Unilever, and Tetra
Pak, aspires to support the development of sustainable and integrated packaging waste
management solutions in the country. PRAISE piloted its Waste Bank scheme in South
Jakarta, where residents brought their collected packaging waste to the Waste Bank center
to have it weighed, valued, and exchanged for credits in a “Bank Book,” which could then
be used to pay children’s school fees or buy products at the local minimart. The Waste
Bank system has now been rolled out across the country, and there are more than 10,000
village and neighborhood collection centers.70 P&G is helping to catalyze the development
of waste management infrastructure by partnering with groups like Waste to Worth and
the Asian Development Bank. The pilots P&G is launching were designed after a detailed
study of waste streams was conducted to gain an understanding of the local landscape. This
particular collaboration, for example, will provide solid waste management infrastructure in
Angeles City, Philippines.
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COLLECTION
OF CONSUMER
PACKAGING WASTE
1. Waste collection improvement requires
a local approach
2. Collaborations are especially helpful for
improving collection in markets where
the regulatory framework for waste
management is weak or inadequately
enforced

Bolstering
the collection
and recovery
infrastructure

MATERIAL RECOVERY
1. Plastic recovery accelerates with
dedicated investments

CLOSED SYSTEMS
1. Closed systems offer a higher degree of
control

CONCRETE POINTS OF
GUIDANCE
1. Collaborate in local markets on
collection infrastructure to increase
material supply
2. Invest in material recovery
technology to create access
3. Identify where closed or controlled
waste systems could deliver more
value for you
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Material recovery
PLASTIC RECOVERY ACCELERATES WITH DEDICATED
TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENTS
Here are three concrete examples.
•

In 2017, L’Oréal signed an agreement with Carbios, a listed green chemistry company
with a strong focus on research and development. The goal is to further secure its
supply of recycled resin through a broader consortium, and commercialize new
recycling technologies based on enzymatic and biological processes. L’Oréal is
also forging a partnership with LOOP Industries, which develops depolymerization
technology to process PET and polyester into virgin-quality resin. Moreover, L’Oréal
is investing in part of the waste supply by partnering with Suez to develop collection
and processing technologies. “Collaborating with a partner with local and global
expertise is the most effective way for L’Oréal to succeed in getting the tangible
results it is striving for,” Philippe Thuvien from L’Oréal points out.

•

Polyethylene in multi-layered packaging poses a particularly complex challenge
for companies like Unilever that rely heavily on single-portion sachets in emerging
markets. Unilever developed CreaSolv ®71 sachet recycling technology with the
Fraunhofer Institute for Process Engineering and Packaging (Fraunhofer IVV) to help
eradicate sachet littering by increasing the value of the recovered material: “Our
aim is to develop a closed-loop system for sachets, so we can use them in future
packaging,” explains Louis Lindenberg of Unilever.

•

In collaboration with other partners across the supply chain, P&G is pursuing a plastic
film recovery pilot. As part of the Material Recovery for the Future project, and in
conjunction with JPMascaro, this project will enable curbside recycling (at scale) of
flexible film packaging. While the output material
(rFLEX bales) will be a new item for the recycling
market, end markets in durable goods such as

Controlling every
part of the journey
has made the
shift to refillable
packaging or the
move from singleuse to reusable
more seamless.
Such (semi) closed
systems offer a
great opportunity to
control the material
flow, thereby
increasing collection
and recovery rates.
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plastic lumber, construction materials, outdoor
furniture, etc., have already been identified.
The aim is to ultimately use it for higher value
applications when technologies mature and the
supply chain has had a chance to scale up. “We
want to share new technology around recycling
and recovery, since we are not a recycler at heart
and we benefit from more scale — it helps us
achieve our vision,” states Jack McAneny from P&G.

Closed systems
To gain full control as a branded company,
the creation of a closed system, where input
and output can be controlled, can also be an
avenue through which to generate high-value
material streams. RCL separates waste at source

and processes it further on board. This is the responsibility of each crew member, with
dedicated teams coaching the crew. RCL also selects a recycling company at each landing
location that recovers waste to the highest degree possible. In the event that such a
partner is not available, RCL is able to carry the waste for several days to another location
or it helps develop a local partner. “We use our commercial power to provide them with
enough resources (waste and capital) to develop additional recycling capabilities,” says
Eddie Segev from RCL. “This is very challenging, as waste vendors are often controlled
by local authorities, whether port or city.” On the procurement side, RCL is also able to
control what comes on board, and they work with local suppliers to do so. Controlling every
part of the journey has made the shift to refillable packaging or the move from singleuse to reusable more seamless. Such (semi) closed systems offer a great opportunity to
control the material flow, thereby increasing collection and recovery rates. Quick-service
restaurants offer a similar opportunity for the on-premises flow. McDonald’s has also
identified this by setting specific targets to recycle guest packaging and collect recycling
in all its restaurants. “McDonald’s restaurants across 12 of our top 16 markets have
introduced programs and partnerships to reduce litter and increase recycling in their
communities, sometimes with dedicated staff behind the counter to separate the guest
packaging,” explains Strunk. They try to leverage their scale as much as possible by using
the reversed internal logistics to accumulate waste in the distribution centers. Retailers
already use reverse logistics for their secondary packaging after the products have been
put on the shelves. They separate it in the store and back-haul it to their distribution
centers, which allow them to sell it as high-quality secondary material.

Concrete points of guidance to consider
Collaborate in local markets on collection infrastructure to increase material
supply — Stimulate the supply of recovered materials by boosting collection. Develop
collaborations locally to tailor programs to local laws, sensibilities, and the logistical
situation on the ground.
Invest in material recovery technology to create access — Improved access to
recycled material requires mature, scaled-up recovery technologies. Map your capabilities
and affinities against a heatmap of technology and infrastructure development needed
to identify the most impactful plays. From early-stage investment and incubation to
infrastructure investment and off-take agreements that attract additional capital, find the
role that provides the best business case, including long-term access for your organization.
Identify where closed or controlled waste systems could deliver more value for
you — Identify which packaging flows make it worth your while to control the full waste
system. From dispensing and using to disposing and reinserting into the economy, you can
control these stages to create higher-value density and higher-quality waste streams —
delivering higher value for the environment and for your organization.
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8. Conclusion
Like many environmental issues, plastic pollution is an exceptionally complex problem that
threatens the future of our planet. Plastic does not belong in nature, and its overwhelming presence
in the world’s ecosystems causes adverse environmental, economic, and social impact. WWF
believes that a “one planet” perspective is key to recognizing and implementing strategies that can
achieve ambitious conservation goals, by taking the full system effects of solutions into account and
engaging a broad range of stakeholders.
The plastic pollution crisis is one of shared responsibility. Every participant is accountable for
pursuing and effectively coordinating his/her piece of the global solution. We believe that the private
sector has a unique and powerful role to play, since the actions of business can influence consumer
behavior and policy, and help drive necessary changes to local waste management infrastructure.
Businesses can develop highly effective and adaptable strategies to ultimately eliminate unnecessary
plastic, double global plastic recovery, and shift to sustainable sources for remaining plastic use.
Competitive advantage and a strengthened social contract offer powerful rationales for taking action
on plastics packaging.
A united, ambitious approach to plastic pollution over the coming years is urgently needed, and
committed action from business is one key to a holistic solution. Combined with improvements
to waste management systems, policy changes, and increased public awareness, the dedicated
engagement of the private sector can make plastic pollution an issue of the past.

A united, ambitious approach to plastic pollution over
the coming years is urgently needed, and committed
action from business is one key to a holistic solution.
Combined with improvements to waste management
systems, policy changes, and increased public
awareness, the dedicated engagement of the private
sector can make plastic pollution an issue of the past.
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